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MLWFs method to vdW. What is needed?

I Definition of interacting fragments in terms of atoms rather
than MLWFs.

I Molecular and crystalline systems in the same ground.
I Handling of vdW interactions anisotropy (layered systems).
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vdW-MLWFs into ABINIT. New imput variables.

1. vdw xc: Selects the type of vdW scheme to be used.
MLWFs approach is chosen with vdw xc=10. Default value
0, no vdW correction.

2. vdw nfrag: Its absolute value is the number of interacting
vdW fragments in the unit cell. If vdw nfrag ≥ 1 then
MLWFs are translated to the original unit cell, otherwise
the program will keep the positions obtained by
Wannier90. Default is zero.

3. vdw typfrag: Integer array of natom components.
Associate each atom with one of the vdw nfrag vdW
interacting fragments. No default.

4. vdw supercell: Three component integer array.
Determine the number of neighbor cells along positive and
negative directions of each primitive vector for which vdW
interactions will be taken into account. Default value
(0,0,0).
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Some results and testing:Ar2

Figure: vdW-DF (taken from Phys.Rev.Lett. 92:246401), Silvestrelli’s
Phys.Rev.Lett. 100:053002



Some results and testing:

Figure: Comparison between ABINIT implementation to Silvestrelli
results and experiment.



Solid Argon (FCC)

Figure: Cohesive energy of Ar FCC, convergence of vdW correction.



Benzene crystal

Figure: DFT-D (Crys.Eng.Comm.10:405.), DCACP
(J.Chem.Theo.Comp. 3:1673) and experiment
(J.Phys.Chem.Ref.Data 31:537).









Summary
1. Work done

I The method based on MLWFs to evaluate has been coded:
/abinit/src/67 common/evdw wannier.F90.

I Currently the spin polarized version is under testing.
I vdW-DF is in development and also under testing: Coded

module: /Src/56 xc/m xc vdw.F90:
xc vdw aggregate, xc vdw dft, xc vdw done,
xc vdw get params, xc vdw init,
xc vdw memcheck, xc vdw read, xc vdw set functional,
xc vdw show,
xc vdw write, vdw df filter, vdw fft, vdw ldaxc

I V09 exchange coded as native functional in ABINIT (ixc
24).

2. Work to do
I Automatic tests for the vdW-MLWF spin polarized

implementation.
I Debugging and testing of the vdW-DF non local functional.
I Atomatic tests for vdW-DF.
I Update documentation.
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